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Curriculum Proposals Bring 'Brainstomling'
Edgecliffs Curriculum Committee is in the midst of what it calls
"brain storming" 8e88ions as a re·
sult of a proposal made to it by
Chris Rack, junior, and Sue Lauer,
senior. The two made the propoe·
al. they said, because of their in·
terest in the role of education and
the responsibility of students. They
proposed that "Education should

be an active and vital process NOT a passive consumption."
The administration arranged an
open curriculum committee meeting Dec. 11 to bear the proposal.
Both faculty and students attended
the meeting.
"We're not insinuating that we
can't grow in this college as it is
now," Chris began, "We could walk

into any class and request discussion about a certain topic or idea
and it would be done; the point is
that nobody does it!" '
She continued: "Perhaps our
learning situation as it is now does
not pve us the opportunities for
the student-initiated learning that
we need. The action must come
from the students but be faculty -
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Local Colleges
To Join Forces
D11partmental sharing, joint institutional spending and faculty
sharing are three areas to be investigated as a result of the Interinstitutional Cooperation Conference recently held at the College
of Mt. St. Joseph.
Dr. William C. Wester, academic
dean, Carol Muething, Peggy Clark
and Kathy Schulte, students, met
with Edgecliff deparbnent heads
and 120 representatives from
Thomas More College, Xavier University, Mt. St. Joseph College,
Mt. St. Mary Seminary, St. Gregory Seminary and 'St. Pius X Seminary ' to di8CU88 opportunities for
institutional sharing and cooperation.
According to Dr. Wester, each
institution would set aside funds to
salary one person to be appointed
coordinator of inner-institutional
cooperation between the schools.
Six of the seven schools in at- ,
tendance at the conference are now
on the same school year calendar.
This will allow a common calendar
for the six schools to draw up for
the 1971 school year.
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Sister Jane Kirchner,
Edgecliff's president, is
having a pre-Christmas
party today in her office
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Students, faculty and adminstration are welcome to
stop by for coffee and rolls.
Guests, she said, will receive a Christmas gift, and
added - "anyone is welcome to bring a gift for
Appalachia."

Ticket Bureau
Will Open Soon
Coming soon - a "ticket bureau"
set up in the cloak room on the
ground floor of Sullivan Hall .
Marti Biedenbach, junior, explained that "tickets will be sold
for o~-campus as well as off.
campus events."
The bureau will be open for a
couple of hours each day that
tickets are on sale. Darlene Doell·
man, junior. and Marti are in
charge.

Psychologjst Names First.
'Edgecliff Book-of-the-Month'
Editor's Note: At the suggestion of Dr. Elizabeth Miller,
is beginning a "Book of the Month" box.
Faculty members are asked to suggest a book, preferably a
new book which students and faculty would find helpful and
enjoyable. A summary or short critique should be provided
and wi/,l be published in THE EDGECLIFF. Mrs. Toni Palmisano, bookstore manager, will set up a special displ.ay publicizing the book.
Dr. Miller, head of the psychology department, reviews
the first "Book of the Month."
If your interests and desire are to inreract with children whether as a sociologist, a philosopher, an educator, a social
worker, a psychologist - and/or a parent!
THE ORIGINS OF INTELLECT
by John L. Phillips, Jr. (Paperback, $2.95)
is a clear, concise, up-to-date exposition of Jean Piaget's theory
of the development of intellect.
. Piaget's cognitive approach is concerned with adaptation in
terms of the structure of intellect, not the content: with HOW
.the mind works rather than WHAT it does. Isn't this question,
"How the mind works" at the core of meaningful helping relationships in learning?
The book is enriched with illustrations of the research activities in Piaget's Geneva school as well as with educational implications which give the theory meaning and relevance.
"To know is an activity, a construction," says Piaget. The
child who is taught something only by being told is denied his
need and right to discover, to transform an object or to re-invent
such knowledge for himself. The development of intellect is
basically a dynamic learner-object relation and the "teacher" has
the opportunity of stimulating, intervening and guiding activities
which will be cognitively useful in maximal individual development.
,
Stop in the Bookstore and examine the 150-page summary
of this cognitive theory which will probably be most influential
on the American scene during the '70's.
THE EDGECLIFF

Edgecliff College
Cincinnati, Ohio

directed. We want to know concepts and trends as they are occuring now, we want to be able to
make inner relationships within a
seminar situation instead of just
going to separate classes and learning facts that aren't relating to the
whole, that aren't coherent."
Approachea to Reality
The main core of the propoeal
was "not the elimination of required courses but integration of
them." Freshman year would consist of basic courses in the "four
fundamental approaches to reality," social (sociology, psychology.
history); scientific; introspective
(literature, fine arts. communica tion arts); abstract (theology and
philosophy) .
Sophomore and junior years
would be student-directed and faculty-guided. The seminars would
allow for independent study and
research. Emphasis would be on
trends, unity, wholeness and knowledge and the learner. The senior

Three Area Units Combine
In Classics, Arts Workshop
The Cincinnati Classics Club,
The Auociation of Teachers of the
Classics and the Senior Classical
League are sponsoring a workshop
of Classics and The Arts, Saturday,
Jan. 17, at Edgecliff College.
"The aim of the workshop," says
Dr. Mildred Smith, Edgecliffs assistant professor of classics, "is to
acquaint students with the many
derivative disciplines which are associated with the study of Latin
and Greek."
Discll88ion topics include:
"Biblical Archaeology," Mrs.
Eleanor K. Vogel, archaeological
assistant, Hebrew Union College;
"Ancient Greece Ever New," Dr.
Donald Bradeen, classics and ancient history. University of Cincinnati;
"Classical Heritage in Music,"
illustrated by slides and recordings;
"Greek Athletics," Dr. Clarence
A. Forbes. classics, Ohio State Uni versity;
"Forum Fashions," Margaret
Honnert, Cathy Curth, Judy Wallbaum, Edgecliff students, with
Mi88 Barbara Kay, Edgecliff COR·
tume designer, as adviser.
"Myth and Symbolism: Aeneid
VI," Dr. Siegmund Betz, professor
of English and classics, Edgecliff.
"Ancient Drama," Mr. Otto .
Kvapil, department of dram a.
Xavier University;
"The Creative Arts: Theory and
Demonstration," Classics Creative
Writing. by Sister Petra. O.S.B ..

Parents Invited
For Weekend
February 28 and March 1 are
the dates set for Parents' Weekend
at Edgecliff. Kathy SchueSBler,
co-chairman of the event, explains
that the purpose of the weekend is
"to get the parents of dorm students and day students to meet
each other and see the progress of
the college. The dorm, Mercy
Center, the theater and many other
facilities will be open for inspection
at that time."
Chairman of Parents' Weekend:
Sandy Mentink. is working with
the social committee (Peggy McCoy, chairman and Marti Biedenback, co-chairman) . The Mother's
Club and the administration are
also helping 1>lan the event.
A dinner will be held at school.
Two rooms at the Alms Hotel will
lw the scene of the party and
dance, this taking the place of the
Midwinter Formal. Kathy also explained that. "even if their parents
don't come. students are still welcome to the dance" adding "we
hope ·a ll will take part because it's
the big event of second semester."

English, Thomas More College,
and ClaSBics Dramatic Art, by
Sister Teresa, O.S.B., drama,
Thomas More ;
"Latin Language: Study and
Teaching," the Rev. Joseph H.
Zenix, classics, Dayton University;
"Latin Language and Literature," Dr. Carl Trahman, classics,
Ohio University;
"Myth and Symbolism: Odyssey
XI," Dr. Cedric Boulter, classical
art and archaeology; U.C.;
"A Project is Born and Grows,"
Sister Agnes Ellen, Fenwick High
School, Middletown.
Also included in the schedule is
the dramatic presentation of
Aeneid VI by Edgecliff students of
claSBics. The script was written by
Mary Jo Beresford; music and
lighting are by Janet Bauer; costume and set by Margaret Honnert.
"The workshop," Dr. Smith
added, "is open to all college and
university students interested in
promoting the classics on their
campus."
Registration fee for the workshop is 50c, box lunches may be
purchased for 75c. Registration can
be made by contacting Dr. Smith
in AD 31.

year would be specilization in the
student's field.
Questions Rai1ed
In the two-hour session that fol lowed, discussion consisted of the
pros and cons of this type of curriculum. Problems mentioned by
students and faculty were: "What
about the average student without
initiative?" "A faculty member
would have to be well trained in
all disciplines." "What about the
content a student needs-you have
to have the basics first." "We
wouldn't be proficient in any one
area."
Discussion also included the possibility of inter-sessions as a result
of the new calendar change. This
would allow the student to do intensified study and field work during the time between the end of
the school year and summer school.
The formal Curriculum Committee will discuss the proposal.
Another open meeting will be held
after Christmas.

Meanwhile • • •
The Curriculum Committee, THE
EDGECLIFF has learned, already has
under consideration the following :
a separation of the history and
political science departments, revisions in the ABSociate Degree
Program and elimination of the
second minor.
Computer Science
The committee also is talking
about the possibility of expanding
the computer science program.
According to Dr. William Wester,
academic dean, businesses such as
General Electric, and Federated
Department Stores, are interested
in hiring persons with an associate
degree in computer science. The
computer program would include
some liberal arts.
With the advent of the "pod"
type school strur.ture (a kind of
modified Montessori), there is a
need for educational aides, with an
Associate Degree in Sciences in
Educational Technology. This, and
a major in speech and hearing and
special education are also being
considered.
General Studie1 Degree
Also under discuSBion is the possibility of a Bachelor of General
Studies Degree. This would be an
unstructured, non-major degree.
Candidates would be required to
complete a certain amount of hours
in the arts and sciences for graduation. The student would decide the
subjects she would like to take.

Bengals Challenge Cliffies
To Basketball Game Feb. ·20
by Jeannie Meihau1
When a football player turns to
basketball might he possibly play
the wrong game? Edgecliff students will find the answer to this
question on Friday Feb. 20 at 8
p.m . Bengals, Greg Cook, Paul
Robinson, Bob Trumpe, Al Beauchamp, Fletcher Smith. Harry
Gunner, Bobby Hunt and Charlie
King have challenged Cliffies to a
basketball game for charity that
night. Place is not yet known.
"Maybe one of the players will
run the ball without dribbling,"
said a faculty member. "Too, the
goal Line is a lot bigger than a
basketball hoop. That could cause
real problems."
There are some problems though
t hat the Bengals won't have.
" We promise not to bruise your
tiger paws like they did in the
Oakland game," said Gina Steible.
"And," commented a faculty
member. "we promise you won't
havP to tackle snow."
Cliffies might take advantage of
the mixed up sportsmen.
"We'll dribble pa t thos paws"

says Marilyn Sunderman, "and
score a victory."
Tryouts and practices will begin
soon according to Mary Hess and
Gina Hirt, who are organizing the
Cliffie Team. "Try-outs are open
to all," they said.
Proceeds will be donated to
charity.

Slacks Approved
As Appropriate'
1

After a one-month trial period,
the Administrative Council has approved dress slacks and other casual attire as a ppropriate wear for
the classroom.
According to the council. the
majority of students cooperated
during the trial period in wearing
dress lacks. However, there were
some abuses noticed. Any denim
slacks, including jean bell bottoms.
are not considered appropriate
dress. Council also a ked resident
students to note that these same
qualifications apply during evening
hours. and especially in t he library.

2
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New Calendar HaS Advantages
WE have felt the college rumble beneath our
feet. After the calendar was changed so that
exams could be finished before Christmas, students and faculty raised their voices in objection.
Both the students and faculty had voted on the
change; both had approved.
If, after a year with the new calendar, the
majority do not like it, there is always an
opportunity to air these views and change the
calendar again. However, before you jump to
any opinion, look at all the opportunities this
new calendar will afford, both to the school and
to the individual student.
By having the same calendar as Thomas More
College and Mount Saint Joseph, we will be
able to participate in an Inter-Institutional Cooperative Program. This program will enable us
to have the advantages of a small college community plus the advantages of pooling and sharing resources.
One of the opportunities is the chance for
joint faculty appomtees. Also, we will be able
to share facilities, libraries, laboratories, and

have a greater selection of courses. Another big
item is joint institutional spending, which would
pertain to the smallest of items like reams of
paper to the large items, like a piece of $10,000
equipment. Buying in large bulk reduces prices
greatly.
We, as individual students, will also benefit
from this change. The big point is that when
we leave for the Christmas holidays, we leave
- unburdened by books, term papers or the
thought of finals. We are really "out."
In May, we will be able to get an early start
on jobs; it may even prove to be easier to get
jobs.
There is a one-month vacation between the
May exams and the beginning ef summer school.
This is the time for inter-sessions. These sessions may range from a three-week study abroad
in a specific field, to an intensive study here on
campus, to an experimental course. For some it
may just be a plain old vacation.
All we're saying is, "Give it a year - a positive year."

General Studies Degree- Ideal
AT a recent meeting of the core curriculum
committee, the possibility of a degree in general
studies was discussed. This B.A. degree would
be a unstructured, non-major program. The
candidate would have to complete a certain
amount of hours in each field. She would be free
to choose the subjects she wished to take in each
particular field. For example, if sixty credit hours
of humanities were required, she could take any
sixty she wanted; she could take a little bit of
everything or a lot of one thing.
This degree is ideal for a number of situations.
For the student who is undecided about her
career, this program gives her a true Liberal Arts

education. For the woman journalist who wants
to know a little bit about a lot of things, this
program will give her this general background.
Finally, this program is perfect for the woman
who wants to get a college education, yet knows
she will be married right after she graduates. A
teacher once observed that "When you educate
a man, you educate an individual; when you
educate a woman, you educate a whole family."
Even though this program is only in the
talking stage, THE EDGECLIFF firmly endorses it.
We encourage individuals, clubs, departments,
classes and committees to back the program, now!
This is a rallying point.

11

by
Christmas Greetings to you and
to the new guardian of the school,
Shomer. Shomer is the little (?)
41/:i mo. German Shepherd you've
seen scooting in and out of Sister
Margaret Longhill's o ff ice. As
soon as Shomer becomes accustomed to her new surroundings she
will have h er own house outside,
adjoining the Student Center. (Sister Rosine's cats, please take note!)

• • •
Make sure you read the literary
supplement, pages 4 and 5. We
received a lot of response from the
creative writers on campus. Many
students turned in three or four
pieces of fine work; unfortunately
we were limited in space. Next
spring we may have another sup·
·plement, or maybe by that time
there will be enough students interested in publishing The Mosaic .

• • •
Observations upon visit to the
art students' lounge: in one large
ash tray on the center table were
23 cigarette butts, 5 burnt matches
and one Dentyne gum wrapper.
Conclusion: the art department has
either one chain smoker or 22
people walking around with bad
breath.

• • •
How's your posture lately? The
editors and reporters of your paper
have noticed that shoulders are
slumping more and more each day.
Could this be from continual slavery
at the typewriter? We took an unofficial survey and decided that
99'!. % of our students are suffering from stooped shoulders. Perhaps this is caused by low desk
tops which require us to bend over
in order to see what we're reading.
(Or could 99'!. % of our students
have bad eye sight?) Of course we
could always sit up straight and
hold our books at eye level - but
then our arms would be too tired to
carry around our books. A loosing
battle? Maybe not? New Year's
Resolution time is almo,,t here.

Rosellen Galterio

Make "good posture" your first
resolution-and one that you keep!

THE EDGECLIFF
is published monthly by the
students of Edgecliff College
Editorial opinions do not necessarily
reflect those of the college.

MEMBER

• • •
Wouldn't it be nice for all the
day-hops if the wooden steps down
to the pit parking lot would be
salted when they're icY., There'd
be a lot less bruised knees.

• • •
We're finally getting a year book
- for sure! Editor Sue Kocher
says "We still need a lot of ads to
help with the expense." Here's a
suggestion: how about classes, departments, clubs, dorm floors and
groups of friends getting together
and buying an ad? You could just
have an original message printed
or maybe pose for a group picture.

• • •
Congratulations to Junior Sue
Cassidy and her crew for their work
on the Mass Media Seminar. It
was really a worthwhile project.
If you weren't there you missed out
on an educational event.

• • •
For the f i r s t time, the four
classes took part in decorating the
campus for Christmas. The seniors
decorated the tree in the Garden
Room, the juniors tinseled the Sullivan Hall stairway, the sophomores put up the tree in the cafeteria and the freshmen decorated
the upper foyer of Sullivan Hall.
The dormies are having their
traditional dorm Christmas decoration competition. Make sure you
visit each floor's Christmas scene
before you go home for the holidays. They'll really put you in the
spirit!

• • •
T h i s is the last issue until
February so I guess it's time to
wish you the best of luck on your
finals. And while you're waiting
for Santa to come down the chimney please don't forget the real
meaning of Christmas.

EdUor

Associated Collegiate
Press
Catholic School Press
.. RoHll•n Qallerlo

Auoc:late EdUor

.... Diane Marie Dub•

Reporlen: Martha BoJIJen. JUI DuBois,
Diane Henne, Pal Klebfuu, Allee
Ruth Krummen, Carole MHhan, Jeannie M•lhaua, Jenny Roblach, Karen
Rrba. Kilty Vebr
Art lat

Photographen

..... Mary Tracm.1
Brother Joe Bridge•.
P9fJIJY Kohua

Moderator

Helen Detsel

Next Mercy Weekend
Feb. 13·15
See Sister Margaret Longhill
for applications.

Reader's Opinion Polled
On Lottery, New Calendar
THE EOOECUFF took a sample
poll on how the lottery system has
affected Edgecliff students.
Judie Bramlageo, junior: "My
boy-friend was number 33 and I
took it extremely hard. The entire
lottery system makes me nauseous
- I simply cannot see playing
Bingo with the Jives of our young
men."
Linda Herrmann, freshman: "It
doesn't affect me at all because my
friends and relatives are either
already in service or exempt. I
think that the lottery system is fair
because it lets the guys know what
they are going to be doing without
guessing."
Rosemary Conley, sophomore:
"It changes my plans and most of
my good friends are directly affected because they will have to go
in after they graduate from college."
Joanne Bardowell, senior: "My
fiance was number 44. He had
planned on going to law school and
we were going to get married soon.
All of our plans are shot."
Linda Keck, senior: "Eight of
my cl08e friends will probably be
going into service in June because
they are in the upper third. In a
way it is good because guys know

one way or the other."
Now that the calendar change is
official, we contacted a couple other
schools to see how they like starting
in late August and finishing exams
before Christmas.

Harriet Howard. editor-in-chief
of the Seton Journal at Mount
Saint Joseph, said that it is rather
dead socially until the middle of
September but this way the students can get used to the academics
of college.
"It's hard to get into the Christmas spirit," she continued, "But
when exams are over we're really
out. With semester break ' linked
with Christmas vacation, there's
time for a job. We get out earlier
in May and it's usually easier to
get a job. The first year there
were gripes, but they wore off after
Christmas vacation. So far, I
haven't talked to one student who
wants to go back to the old calendar."
Tom Griffin, Student Government Vice-President at Marquette
University, agrees with Miss Howard. He said it was difficult to
become accustomed to the change,
"but now Christmas is a real vacation."

Art Students Exhibit in Emery; Hadrian at Shubert
H a v e y o u seen the student
exhibits at Emery yet? Talent!
Speaking as one who dropped out
of Art Club in high school, Carol
Hartke's Coll.age, Mary Ann Ben·
nett's Portl.a.nd Harbor, Mary F arrell's A Harbor and Robert A.
Flischel's Lake Forest are really
cool. But don't take my word for
it, stop over in Emery and see for
yourself. Students of enameling
will exhibit later this month.
Jan. 18 · Feb. 8, Nylon Myers
will exhibit some of his sculpture
at Emery. Katherine Kapp will
exhibit h er paintings Feb. 15 ·
March 8.
The Trojan Women . by Eurip·
ides, will be the next production
of the Edgecliff Theater. The play
is a pacifist drama. After the sacking of Troy, all its women are en·
slaved. The play will be presented
March 7-9 and 13-15.
The drama department still has
openings for students interested in
helping stage the play.

• • •
The repertory theatre of Lincoln
Center is presenting "In the Matter

The
Dabbler
by Diane Dube

of J . Robert Oppenheimer" at the
Shubert this week. Dec. 20 ia the
last night. The National Company
for Hadrian VII will arrive at the
Shubert Dec. 29 for one week.
It is the story of a man who,
denied the career he has pursued
for twenty years, achieves it in
fantasy, by writing an autobiographical novel which turns his
failures into soaring triumphs.

• • •

The University of Cincinnati will
continue its popfilm series in January with Grand Prix (the 9th) ,
Alfie (16th), and The Dirty Dozen
(23rd). Point Bl.a.nk will be shown
Feb. 6 and Blow-Up Feb. 13.
"Dyslexia and Perceptual Problems in Children" is the topic for
the Jan. 6 15e88ion of the Library
Health Education Lecture Series.
On Feb. 2, "Drugs -Their Use and

Abuse" will be the topic.

• • •

The complete and uncut M eBBiah
by George Frederic Handel, performed by the Handel and Haydn
Symphony Orchestra, will be shown
on WCET, Channel 48. The story
will be presented in three parts.
Dec. 23, 24 and 25.

• • •

"Merry Christmas" from the
Hamilton County Park District.
Winter sports at the county parb
include sledding, skiing and ice
skating. The district inc 1 u des
Miami Whitewater Forest, Sharon
Woods, Shawnee Lookout and Winton Woods. The park commissioners inform us that warming
fires will be maintained at all
winter sports areas. Radio stations
and news media will be contacted
when ice skating is permitted.

THE
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Health Center Fights Boele

Get a Piece of Action Flu Bugs Haven't a Chance

1

by Alice Ruth Krummen
by Mr. Edward S. Maj,
'Tis the season - for backache,
director of development
Over the past several y~, studen.ts ~d faculty ~ve bf:en headache, sneeze, cough and the
very vocal in demanding a "piece of action" m the adrrumstra~ion flu . Perhaps many of your curiof colleges and universities. I get the impression, and a sutth osities about what's behind that
sense tells me, that students at Edgecliff are upset about some- antiseptic-looking door with the
thing - what it is, they don't know, and really no. o~e can. J?Ut title 'Health Center' primly posed
their finger on it. Some say that the campus ISn t excitmg above its tiny window can now be
satisfied .
enough.
If you begin to feel those onWhat makes a campus exciting? It's the students and faculty.
If the campus is exciting, but not enough, perhape more students coming aches and pains, take yourwould create an atmosphere of excitement, the sheer numbers self to the Health Center's domain,
where Nurse Mary Joe Schrantz
might do it.
What is the best means of more numbers? The current presides.
"This isn't a rigid, sterile type of
student body and those just recently graduated are th~ best
recruiters we have. If the current students would each recruit one, health center," explained Mary Jo,
qualified student for the 1970-71 school year, the enrollment "it's often like Grand Central Stawould double. The emphasis, of course, is on the qualified tion.
"A flu epidemic 4sually results
student.
. .
.
The benefits that the college could then participate m are in bedlam," she continued. "Last
unlimited. One example is the Federal Building Program. At year we had 80 girls down with· it.
present, it is practically impossible to pa.rticipate because of We set up a soup kitchen and went
enrollment, but, if the enrollment doubled m one year, or even from floor to floor in the dorm
came close a case could be made for federal assistance in the passing out soup and medicine. At
areas of a ~ew library and student center. A second benefit would. the same time we had a group of
be the publicity generated throug~ou~ the COlJ!l~ fo! the college. girls who had been exposed to
Most private colleges are experiencmg declinmg enr?llment, a hepatitis in Appalacia and had to /
doubling of enrollment here .would awaken other high s~hool give them gamma globulin injecstudents to Edgecliff, for nothing breeds success as success itself. tions.
"Exam week also presents rather
I would suggest that all those who are full of unspent energy
and ready to revolt, or create a stir, do it in a positive manner, hectic times for the center," she
by being a good public relations person for the college and continued. "The girls are not eatthereby a good recruiter. The potential is there - this can be ing or sleeping enough and this,
together with the tension of study
your "piece of the action."

National Pollution Seminars
Seek Student Involvement
A series of student pollution
seminars will "involve the youth
of our nation in the fight to prevent the contamination of our envirorunent," Secretary of the Interior Walter J. Hickel recently
announced.
Sponsored by the Federal Water
Pollution Control Administration,
the one-day seminars will be held
Dec. 29 and 30 in cities located in
the nine FWPCA regions across
the country. The local seminar is
scheduled Dec. 29 at 9 a.m . in the
Taft Sanitary Engineering Center,
Columbia Parkway and Beecbmont Avenue.
The seven-hour seminars will
feature speakers and participants
from the FWPCA's nine regional
offices, and will focus on what is
being done to combat water pollution in various areas.
Carl L. Klein, assistant secretary of the Interior for Water
Quality and Research, said:
"The seminars are planned for
the Christmas holidays so as not
to divert s tu d e n ts from their
studies and to permit maximum
participation. We think that the
contributions the young people can
make toward cleaning up the environment will be of great value.
We intend to use these seminars as

a starting point for enlisting their
continued help."

and worry over grades, results in

an explosive situation."
Besides Mary Jo, the center is
staffed by Amy Gieser, Sister Marcia, director of residents, and Dr.
Raymond Hellmann. The doctor is

NURSE Mary Jo Schranz takes Joanne Blaha's blood pressure
while Dr. Raymond Hellmann takes a phone call.
available on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons from 1: 30 to 3, and
can also be reached by phone
whenever needed.
"We have five rooms in the infirmary," said Mary Jo, "but if
there is an emergency, and a girl is
seriously ill we send her to the
hospital. If she requests it and
there is time, we send her home.
"Many girls come to the center
just to talk or ask questions. A

very popular question is 'Why am I
always tired?' " she laughed.
"I n s p r i n g we give a lot of
vaccinations and innoculations for
those going to Europe," she added.
Many day-hops don't realize it,
but the health center is for anyone
on campus, not just the dormies.
"Last year we had about 2,000
treatments on record," said Mary
Jo, "so, as you can see, we're kept
quite busy."

'Cross Campus

Place to Find
'Students
Find
Outlet InspectedActivism'
Job IS Ad 21
for being free, a vague
is not flattering. It would be imby TOBY MALONEY
senior English major.
John Carroll Univ!<rsity.
Cleveland, Ohio
Review of In the Country of
The Young (soon to be published by Harper's Magazine
Press) by John W. Aldridge.
appeared in Harper's in October and November.
John W . Aldridge can hardly
qualify as a household word and I
doubt if his In the Country of the
Young will ever top any best-seller
lists. It's a pity because this outstanding work, which is an incisive
indictment of American life, should
be required reading.
This book is not another mere
polemic. Rather, it is a superbly
written prose poem which examines the paradoxes and contradictions of twentieth century America.
Aldridge has done his homework
well as he traces the forces that
have given birth to the youth cult
and the "new royal family of ado·
lescence."
His portrait of the new nobility

possible to comment on all his
observations on us (let alone the
rest of American society), so I'll
mention only a few of his ideas. I
might add, that on so many points,
he seems to have pierced the
cliches and myths that surround
youth.
Student Inadequacy
Aldridge sees some students taking an activist stance to compensate for their own inadequacy.
Since our culture has deemed that
a college education is a must, we
have large numbers of students
who have a minimal interest in
education, at best. Activism provides a healthly outlet for them. I
agree that activism can become
"something which requires no special talent or mental capacity beyond a certain talent for indignation and the power to be vigorously
inarticulate while trying to express
it."
Hippies don't fare much better
in the author's analysis. "Do your
thing" oftentimes means being re-

A new office to "establish restate of being in which the individual revels his freedom to the cruiting programs on campus and
investigate job opportunities for
extent that he never gets over it.
not only students but graduates as
Handy Philosophy
"To feel" is another theme that well" has been initiated through
seems to run through the hippie Sister Mary Dolora Brinker, director of placement. She is also workethic. It's a rather handy philosophy for, as Aldridge observes, the ing with the director of financial
"only obligation toward feeling is aid in securing part-time work for
to feel it. The person of defective undergraduates.
emotional equipment or limited voPlacement services were handled
cabulary is protected on all counts. previously by the chairmen of the
He does not have to describe what departments and the office of the
he feels, so if he feels nothing, dean and later by the office of
nobody is the wiser."
college relations.
The contrast between youth's
"The whole idea of the office is
public militancy and personal in;
to help others help themselves,"
eptitude is another point that the
said Sister Mary Dolora. This is
author scores. He expresses this
being achieved through counseling
feeling of youth's personal poverty
which will assist the student in
by writing: "talking to them is
developing appropriate career
rather like talking into an elecgoals.
tronic box that takes messages for
"Students seeking off-campus,
people who are not at home."
That's us he's talking about. part-time and summer employment
Perhaps, out of context, his words will be provided with assistance.
seem unduly harsh. I urge you to and aided in gaining experience
read In the Country of the Young which may be helpful in making
in its entirety. Whether or not you career plans," Sister Dolora exagree with his conclusions, you'll plained.
"The student will also be given
be forced to think in the process.
I can guarantee that the time spent every opportunity," she added , "to
reading Aldridge will be worth it. talk with employers through interviews and visits to government
Even if his name isn't a household
agencies."
word.

BLOOD

DONORS

All types urgently sought for local use. Ages between 18
and 20 must have written consent. Reimbursement, $8.
Call 521-1424 for appointment
Rh Bio laboratories, Inc.
5643 Cheviot Rd.

For the senior who has everything:

EXTENSION VOLUNTEERS
'>..4«···
..

Contact: Mr. Vincent Delaney (371-7334) or
Monsignor Henry J. Kloeker (321-3031)
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Edgecliff's Christmas carollers, photographed here before the theatre as they gave on opening night concert for "Amahl and the Night Visitors,'' join the staff of THE EDGECLIFF in . . .
"We Wish You A Merry Christmas .
"

NOW!
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A Parody

The Pair

on
Wyn ken, Blynken and NodMichael, Edwin and Neil

(A 110nnet)
At times I muse alone and wonder why
A thorny stem upholds · a lovely rose?
For if I cut the stem, the rose will die.
And all its freshest petals, dry. will close.

Michael, Edwin and Neil one day
Soared off in a space ship true Astronauts, three, both grave and gay
Thrust into a sea of blue.
" What is this strange module, and what is its quest?"
The Man in the Moon may have queried.
As the Eagle appeared with three of our best, boyish, elated and wearied.
"We have traveled through space, where no man has flown.
Through myriads of stars, fantastic, unreal :
Apollo 11 is how we are known."
Said Michael.
Edwin,
And Neil.

And how I love to stroke my kitten's fur :
To play with him and bring him balls of string.
Yet he will turn and scratch, and will not purr.
Reminding me of some wild jungle King.
A friend, who says she's tired of school. told me.

Her greatest hope is Graduation Day :
"On that day I'll be happy! I'll be free! "
But she will be half-sad to go away .

The Man in the Moon suspiciously peered
At the Eagle's landing free.
And these strange Earth creatures oddly geared
On my Sea of Tranquility!
"We would walk on your surface and place our great flag
As a symbol of Peace from the Earth,
And take samples of rocks from valley or crag.
To study and fathom your worth."
So stated the astronauts three:
Michael.
Edwin,
And Neil

In each existing thing, I find it true
That every joy brings with it sorrow, too.
Mary Margaret Heile

Passing
Yesterday was a bright golden sunset

All through the night the plans were made
For Neil and Edwin to land,
While on through space in Columbia
Michael would circle as planned.
lt was so fantastic, the whole world would view!
As into the night cameras foll~wed the crew.
And all of us thought a dream this must be.
From Earth to Moon's Sea of Tranquility!
Thus we followed our fabulous .three:
Michael,
Edwin,
And Neil

with swirls of tangerine and red.
It was lined with promises, near-filled hopes and love.

Today, yesterday is blurred.
It gives off a sallow dirty brown shade

with hints of charcoal and black.
Today, yesterday's promises are forgotten.
I

and the Jove apparently given to someone new -

I'

yet, strangely enough ;.

First Neil, then Edwin stepped on the moon
And most famous of men they became.
Gathered soil and rocks and all too soon.
Boarded the space ship. again.
So once more we watched and prayed.
As Eagle and Columbia meet,
And then began without delay.
To end their fantastic feat,
As the space ship splashed in the deep blue sea.
Bringing home safely our space men, three :
Michael.
Edwin,
And Neil
Angela Hood

the hopes remain.
Tomorrow is a new day with a brand n ew dawn.
But the memory of the golden sunset of yest.erday and
the hurt and loneliness of the dirty brown of today,
forever haunt the bright reds and dull hrowns of
future tomorrows.
Yet still . . . the hopes remain.
Maure en KlonnP

Haiku
A brittle leaf swirls;
Broken in jagged pieces
By uncaring wind.
Sandra L y nn Miller

/

Purple grey snow clouds
cover the earth with blankets
of soft winter glow.
Marty Hengesbach

Night 89° F.

The Hunt

The rhythmic trickle of watPr down
a rusted downspout

And the hollowness of th!' e<'hoinjt'
splats.
A drop of i<weat in a l<tiflini:
va ' llUm city.
The ePrie whine of a sirPn fli ckers,
spl itting the velvety black s ilPnce.
A child frighte ned by th
da rkness screams.
The tinkling of a hrokc• n

I

enveloping

11

gl a!<.~ .

An oh. cenity.
Si le ncP .. .
As th1> hreath ing surges 1mftly back.
jt'az1> absentl y in t hP paisle.v of an oil slick.
Stopping . . .
fo r a moment
To hea r the panorama of sounds A re fl ection of a God t hat is not
dead

to he fou nd in the pulse of

a sleeping city .

Diane Marie Dubr

/,ea Ann S chmidt

You stood,
Watched her run pa~l.
Her eyes heavy
Tn their fea r.
l'h P hody,
si lky with sweat.
Leaping past death 's welcoml'.
l stood .
Watched t ht>m run after,
With tongues
Hanging from death 's
Red portah1.
F'1>ast.
Marty Hengesbach

• c •
I Look Out
I look out into the night and find
the air full of light. The world
hums softly in tiny cricket songs
and slow, fragrant breaths. The air
is so smooth and thick and liquid
I could dive in now and swim with
strong, steady strokes straight up
to the huge open bowl of brilliance
there that is the moon and taste
the fizzy flavor of all the small,
sparkling drops that have spilled
out into the sky around it. I will
ride the c u r r e n t of light like
another bright bubble beside the
rest, lighting up the darkneBS and
calling sleepleBS men: "Come away
to the light, brothers."

To the Cat
indifferent

intelligent
lll)'llterious
terrilit!d
aarcutic

pleading
~t

demented
playful

Linn Marie Sinnott

careful

curious

nervous
lovable

Haiku

content
furious
defiant
beetial
guilty

The muddy puddle
reflects both my downcast face

fierte
wicked

and my troubled mind.

Di.ane Marie Dube

alert
)
_________
........._____.

(

tim~d
vam
coy

A Blessed Spot
Stars are like wise eyes

Who says cats aren't. persons?

c'--_,

glittering with secret truth
known to them alone.

Patricia Joyce

Mary Margaret HeiU!

Junior

'.
I

I am Twenty
and still am going to achoo)
don't laugh at me.
I do it (Ill
the time, though.
I laugh at me
for going to school
and being twenty.

And being twenty
I would
drive a car,
and stay up late,
and wear perfume,
and master things .
like answers,
all of them.

When I was very young.
so young
that being young was something
awkward that you wanted
to rush through.

But now
I am twenty
and still am going to school
And though
I hate it,
going to school . .
there is so much
to learn.
Stephanie Kia11el

When I was young
like that,
I used to dream
and know
that one day
I would be old and twenty
and full of doing things.

This is a blessed spot -

serene and calm,
And hidden from the eyes of other men;
Designed by God, it is perfection seen.
This is the solitude for which I yearned Depth, tranquillity, and rest at last,
So that, in truth, I am wholly alone!
Alone with my own deep and distant thoughts.
Alone with God, the sole Eternal Rest,
To contemplate the skies and autumn trees The river, as it gently flows along,
The boats that lend enchantment to the hour.
The houses dream-like in their quietness,
The birds, and rhythm of created life To be absorbed in silence deep and pregnant!
My heart at rest, I sense somehow the truth,
That in this setting of sweet tranquillity,
Life pulsates with comforting and quiet breathing;
And what I could not find (though long I sought)
Amid the shallow baubles of things mundane,
Here, my God, I find in this blessed spot.
Sillter Mary Grace, R .S .M .

Advent of Life
Remember the only pat.ch of snow
utterly captivating your soul . . .
Remember the clouds
searching the puzzle of the stars .
Remember the piercing thistles of humans
They are always throbbing
Will never be healed . . .
Remember a man is nothingne•
until his heart is pinched by each of these .
O'hexnnx

Mobile
Wings stret.ched in eternal balance
They circle, hanging in the air.
They ride the currents, each suspended
on his silk-steel thread,
Held in the circle whose radius never changes.
In the gentle rhythms of the wind they weave
the ritual of the dance.
Three who flashed out sparkling into the brightness
And felt the pull of shoulders straining to breast the air
Now hang controlled,
Caught in the pattern
In an instant which stretches into forever.
Linn Marie Sinnott

Art Work

by Mary Trachsel

The Ape Man
(Parody)
Once upon a hill 80 hilly, while I pondered thoughts so silly
Of all the trivial, tiresome subjects of yore,
While I slumbered, softly snoring, suddenly there came a roaring
As of some clod's clumsy exploring, exploring near my pinafore.
" 'Tis some visitor," I muttered, "exploring near my pinafore Only this and nothing more."
Ah, so clearly I recall it was in the months of fall,
And each separate sickly leaf sprawled its content on the moor.
Wishfully I hoped he'd leave me - hopefully I wished he'd free me
And cease attempting to lead me - lead me from the shore · From the soft and sandy inlet that my mother called the shore.
Thus it's named (heretofore) .
Quickly then my nerve was bolder; as I felt him touch my shoulder,
"Sir," said I, "the behavior you display, I truly do deplore.
For so tenderly I was dreaming, yet your eyes so cruelly gleaming,
And your ugly face was beaming, a beaming smile it wore Now I wish an explanation of the beaming smile it wore.
Only this and nothing more."
"Oh, do hear me, my fair lassie; and stop being 80 darn sassy,
For behavior such as yours, I'm not able to ignore;
I'm a man of worldly fame; and it's you I've come to claim And I know you've heard my name - yes, you've heard my name before:
My great and glorious title which I know you've beard before So come with Tarzan; evermore!"
Sandra Lynne Miller
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Religious AHairs Committee
Attivates Student Suggestions
Edgecliff's Religious Affairs Committee is:
• Discussing the possibility of a midnight
Mass every Saturday;
• Compiling song books for the chapel;
• T rying to work out a "more definite basis"
for th e weekday Mass at 5 p .m .;
• Arranging an experimental Liturgy (permission of Archbishop Paul Leibold has been
secured) to be held every Sunday at 4:30 in
the Student Center.
The main purpose of the experimental Mass,
according to chairman Jan Bauer, is to see if the
changes in the Mass are beneficial or not. Discussions
will be h eld be'fore and after the Mass concerning
various ways to experience the Liturgy.
Survey Taken
A recent survey was taken by the committee.
"We wanted to find out the attitudes on campus,"
Cherry Boehman, a committee member said. "If we
are going to be a Religious Affairs Committee, we
have to have something to work with. We wanted to
give the students a chance to express their opinions
and attitudes about the religious activities on campus.
We want to work with the suggestions and put them
into use."
Jan continued, "We wanted to see if we were even
hitting in the right direction. We wanted to see what
was liked and disliked; we wanted to know why or
why not the students are content and give them a
chance to evaluate their own belief. We would appreciate any additional suggestions and any help."
63% Polled
The committee reached 633 of the student body
with its survey. About 883 of this group was inter·
ested in the state of reJigious affairs on our campus.
Of the 393 students polled, half attended the daily
Mass either daily, often or occasionally. Of this
group, 131 like the manner in which the noon Mass
is celebrated ; 56 do not and 7 like it sometimes. Some
of the reasons for liking it are the personal experience
gained, the community experience, the music. the
relevance and the standing around the altar. Those
who do not like it, object to the standing around the
altar, the emotionalism, the length, and the showiness.
The students suggest more folk songs, communion
under both species, more balance between traditional
and radical, more appropriate and personal atmosphere, time for personal prayer, change in the music,
omitting the Kiss of Peace, more aestheticism, a di' rection toward God, a return to last year's format,
and less direct communication. Two hundred sixteen
students find the current schedule of Masses convenient; 117 students do not. An additional 5: 00 p .m.
Mass would give 163 students the opportunity to attend Mass.

Changes Help
The changes in the Eucharistic Liturgy, the survey
indicated, have added to the students' appreciation ·of
the Mass; 261 students like the Mass in the vernacular; 225 students like to stand around the altar; 33 do
not; 144 students like the kiss of peace; 58 do not.
These are just a few of the changes indicated on the
survey. In the write-in slot, students mentioned the
updated songs, active participation of the congregation, time after communion for silent Thanksgiving
and the non-rigidity of the word form as some of the
other changes they liked. One student suggested vol untary Sunday attendance.
Two hundred eighty-seven studenta like a hymn
after Mass. Suggestions for a replacement for a hymn
were a reading, just music, nothing, personal prayer,
and a prayer of thanksgiving.
Mu1lc, Pleau
In the realm of music, 118 students prefer organ
music; 281, guitar music; 12, no music; 62, ·traditional
hymns ; 128, contemporary hymns; 265 prefer a mixture.
Questioned about the meaning of Mass to them,
students said they felt communication with God and
the People, a union with God and the People, a source
of strength, a celebration of God's love, the greatest
act of worship, an opportunity for thanksgiving and
petition, center of faith, and a personal encounter,
the most important meanings.
Two hundred forty-three students would like to
have confeuion on campus. Their suggested hours
ranged from before the 7 a.m. Mass until 10 p.m.
When questioned about sufficient counselling on
campus, 180 students said there was sufficient counselling, 88 said there was not.
Sugge1tlom
Among the suggestions for developing the religious
dimension on campus were: changing the entire theology department, more good speakers, class agapes,
group diBCUBSions of controversial religious issues,
communal penance service, more faculty participation
and a spiritual awareneBB day.
Noon Masses, App a 1 a chi a project, midnight
Masses, and Mercy Weekends are the activities students like on campus.
When asked if there were any religious activities
already on campus they would like to see improved,
students answered: quality of the theology courses,
religious narrowness and conservatism, required hours
in theology and comments regarding the elimination
of forced involvement at noonday Mass.
Regarding renewal and retreats, students said they
preferred Mercy Weekend type retreats although
many just requested one day of recollection.

Sigma Phi Questionnaire
Sigma Phi Sigma, national Mercy
honor society, plans to circulate a
questionnaire similar to the class
evaluation sheets of last year. It is
being revised because of complaints
that previous questions were aimed
at th e personality of the professor.

Sigma Phi Sigma said it is trying
for "a more objective questioning"
which will consider the instruction
as a totality rather than concentrating mainly on the teacher's
individuality.

The first school rings bearing the name of Edgecliff College have
been distributed to the junior class. Replacing the traditional
yellow gold, blue stone O.L.C. rings were rings of either white or
yellow gold and smooth or faceted blue stone. Another feature
was the personalized signatm-e of the student on the inside of the
ring alon~ with her degree and the year of graduation.
Here jumors Sue Marino and Sandy Lottman convey the excitement of receiving their rings.

Social Researchists
Survey Campus Dress
A "Survey on Campus DreBB"
was recently compiled by the Social Research Class in order to
provide first-hand experience in
scientific procedure. The topic was
chosen because the students felt
that " the wearing of slacks on cam pus was an important question at
this time."
A random sample was ch08en
consisting of 503 of the faculty and
20% of the students in each class.
The data was collected by means
of a questionnaire developed by the
class. The questionnaire consisted
of five questions which included a
range of attitudes concerning the
wearing of slacks to classes. Each
class member interviewed a given
number of those included in the
random sample.
The following conclusions were
submitted by social research students: Gina Barney, Bridget Brad-

Join ASG? Not Yet

"The best thing about it was
meeting kids from all over the
country and hearing their ideas."
Cliffie Connie Jung talked about
the Association of Student Governments convention she and fellow
students Stephanie Talley and Donata Fazioli attended in Atlanta
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over Thanksgiving.
"Small groups," she said, "discussed topics such as Vietnam, the
draft, violence and ROTC. Speakers included James Meredith and
the head of the South Vietnamese
Federation of Labor.
"The real purpose of the trip,"
Connie explained, "was for Edgecliff girls to decide if we should
join ASG. We probab1y won't join,
at least for the time being. We
didn't find out anything new, and
ASG's structure is incomplete because it's new."

MERRY
CHRISTMAS'
Have your gifts

wrapped in the
BOOKSTORE
25¢

ley, Sister Susan Frazer, and Sister Carol Jean Willie.
The majority of Edgecliff students and faculty agree that the
students should be pennitted to
wear slacks for classes.
The majority of students said
they would probably be wearing
slacks sometimes or frequently.
Fifty-two percent of both stu dents and faculty believe that their
attitudes toward the college would
not be affected at all. Approximately one-third of the total respondents think that there would
be positive effects toward the col lege, only 8 percent foresee a negative attitude towards the college.
Of the total number of students
and faculty interviewed, almost 50
percent thought that there would be
no effect at all on Edgeclifrs image
in the community. The percentages indicating a favorable and an
unfavorable response are relatively
equal.
In response to the question as to
who should decide what is proper
attire for students to wear in class.
one-third of the students and facul ty indicated that it should be a
joint decision of the students, faculty, and administration. Eighteen
percent felt it should be a decision
by students and faculty.

CLASSIFIED ADS
WARNING to D. V. M . - 884BA is watching you!
PEACE on earth, good will to
men.

DURBAN'S
GREENHOUSES
533 McAlpln
861-7866

Flowers for all occasions!

INTER-OCEAN
INSURANCE CO.
'
~coCA ; OLA'" AND ..COKE " ARE REGISlERED lRAOE · MARICS WHICH K>£NTIFY ONLY THE PfllooUcT' 0, THE"cOCA.coLA COMPANY.
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Blind dotes ore a chance. But you can always depend on •
refreshing Coca-Cola for the taste you never get tired of.
That's why things go better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke.
llonfed _,., tt.e •-"1 ol lM C:-·'81• '-°"' ~,..
" The Coca-Col• Bott llng Worka Compeny, Cinclnn•ll"

3333 Vine St.
861-0700
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ENJOY YOUR LIFE
INSURANCE WITH US
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